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Summary
Appendix II of Recommendation ITU-T G.160 presents an objective methodology for characterizing
the basic effect of noise reduction (NR) methods. Three objective measures are specified for
characterizing NR solutions. Recommendation target value ranges in specified conditions are given
for the measures to serve as basic guidelines for proper functioning of NR methods. Amendment 1 of
Recommendation ITU-T G.160 brings corrections and clarifications to the text of Appendix II.

Source
Amendment 1 to Recommendation ITU-T G.160 (2008) was agreed on 6 November 2009 by ITU-T
Study Group 16 (2009-2012).
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telecommunications, information and communication technologies (ICTs). The ITU Telecommunication
Standardization Sector (ITU-T) is a permanent organ of ITU. ITU-T is responsible for studying technical,
operating and tariff questions and issuing Recommendations on them with a view to standardizing
telecommunications on a worldwide basis.
The World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly (WTSA), which meets every four years,
establishes the topics for study by the ITU-T study groups which, in turn, produce Recommendations on
these topics.
The approval of ITU-T Recommendations is covered by the procedure laid down in WTSA Resolution 1.
In some areas of information technology which fall within ITU-T's purview, the necessary standards are
prepared on a collaborative basis with ISO and IEC.

NOTE
In this Recommendation, the expression "Administration" is used for conciseness to indicate both a
telecommunication administration and a recognized operating agency.
Compliance with this Recommendation is voluntary. However, the Recommendation may contain certain
mandatory provisions (to ensure e.g., interoperability or applicability) and compliance with the
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other obligatory language such as "must" and the negative equivalents are used to express requirements. The
use of such words does not suggest that compliance with the Recommendation is required of any party.
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As of the date of approval of this Recommendation, ITU had not received notice of intellectual property,
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are cautioned that this may not represent the latest information and are therefore strongly urged to consult the
TSB patent database at http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/ipr/.
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All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, by any means whatsoever, without the
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Recommendation ITU-T G.160
Voice enhancement devices
Amendment 1
Revised Appendix II – Objective measures for the characterization of
the basic functioning of noise reduction algorithms
(This appendix does not form an integral part of this Recommendation)
II.1

Introduction

This appendix presents an objective methodology for characterizing the basic effect of noise
reduction (NR) methods. Three objective measures are specified for characterizing NR solutions.
Recommendation target value ranges in specified conditions are given for the measures to serve as
basic guidelines for proper functioning of NR methods.
The methodology monitors the basic functioning of an NR solution in terms of signal-to-noise ratio
improvement (SNRI) and total noise level reduction (TNLR). While SNRI is measured during speech
activity, focusing on the effect of NR on speech signals, TNLR estimates the overall level of noise
reduction, experienced both during speech and speech pauses. In addition, a delta measurement
(DSN) is computed to reveal speech attenuation or undesired speech amplification caused by an NR
solution.
The proposed methodology is a further development of one included in [b-ETSI TS 126 077] and
[b-TIA/EIA-IS-853]. A detailed description of the earlier methodology is incorporated in the named
specifications.
NOTE – "Noise suppression" in the named standard specifications refers to methods that reduce the
background noise impact in the desired speech signal, with no limitation as to their capability of reducing the
noise level either only outside of or also during speech activity. The terms "noise suppression" and "noise
reduction" are used interchangeably in this appendix.

It should be noted that these objective measures of noise reduction performance do not measure
speech quality or voice distortion, which should be taken into account when assessing the overall
performance of a noise suppressor.
II.2

Notations

The following notations are used in this appendix:
•
•
•

The operator NR(⋅) corresponds to applying the NR algorithm on the input speech.
The clean speech original signals are referred to as si, i = 1 to I, where I is the total number
of speech files used.
The noise original signals are referred to as nj, j = 1 to J, where J is the total number of
noise files used.

•
•

The noisy speech test signals are referred to as dij = si + βij(SNR) nj, i = 1 to I, j = 1 to J,
where dij is built by adding si and nj with a pre-specified SNR as presented below.
The processed signal is referred to as yij = NR (dij).
The reference signal in the calculations shall be the noisy speech test signal dij itself.

•

The notation Log(⋅) indicates the decimal logarithm.

•
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•

•
•
•

II.3

βij(SNR) is the scaling factor to be applied to the background noise signal ni in order to
have a ratio SNR (in dB) between the clean speech signal si and nj. The use of the scaling
factor is explained below in clause II.3, in conjunction with the generation of test samples.
Frames are classified by their average speech power (high, medium, low); these classes are
named {ksph}, {kspm}, {kspl}.
Frames containing only noise form a separate class, named {knse}.
The determination of which frames contain active speech is to be carried out with reference
to [b-ITU-T P.56] and is related to the classification of the frames into the presented
categories, or speech power classes which is explained below.
Test signals

The test material should manifest at least the following extent:
•
Clean speech utterance sequences: 6 utterances from 4 speakers – 2 male and 2 female –
totalling 24 utterances
•
Noise sequences:
– Car interior noise, 120 km/h, fairly constant power level
– Street noise, slowly varying power level
Special care should be taken to ensure that the original samples fulfil the following requirements:
•
The clean speech signals are of a relatively constant average (within sample, where 'sample'
refers to a file containing one or more utterances) power level
•
The noise signals are of a short-time stationary nature with no rapid changes in the power
level and no speech-like components
The test signals should cover the following background noise and SNR conditions:
•
Car noise at 6 dB, 12 dB and 18 dB SNR
•
Street noise at 6 dB, 12 dB and 18 dB SNR
The samples should be digitally filtered before NR processing by an appropriate filter to become
representative of a real cellular system frequency response. This filtering should be carried out
before the scaling of the samples to be discussed below.
NOTE – Appropriate digital filters to make the test material representative of a real cellular mobile station
frequency response, which are available as part of the G.191 software tool library, are the following:
•

The modified IRS filter according to [b-ITU-T P.48].

•

The MSIN (mobile station in) filter. The transfer function of the MSIN filter has been defined based
on measurements by British Telecom. Even though the MSIN filter attempts mainly to describe the
spectral modifications of background noise, in the ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards
Institute) STC SMG11#8 Plenary (Jan 1999; Helsinki, Finland), it has been discussed that this filter
may also be applied to the speech signal.

The test samples corresponding to the named SNR conditions shall be generated according to the
following procedure:
•
The clean speech material shall be scaled to the active speech level –26 dBov with the
[b-ITU-T P.56] speech voltmeter, one file at a time, each file including a sequence of one
(to four) utterance(s) from one speaker.
•
A silence period of 2 s is inserted at the beginning of each of the resulting files to make up
augmented clean speech files.
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•

•

•

Within each noise type and SNR condition, a noise sequence is selected for every
augmented clean speech utterance file, each with the same length as the corresponding
speech file, and each noise sequence is stored in a separate file.
Each of the noise sequences is scaled to a dBov level leading to the SNR condition
corresponding to the βij(SNR) value in each of the test cases by applying the RMS level
based scaling according to [b-ITU-T P.56].
Augmented clean speech and noise files are then added sample by sample (overload values
being clipped) to create the needed set of noisy speech files with predefined SNR,
sample-rate, bits/sample, file-length.
• Input and output signals in all metric calculations must be time synchronized with the
clean speech signal.

II.4

Objective measures for characterization of NR algorithm effect

II.4.1

Categorization ofFrame categorization for speech frames intoand speech powerpause
classes

The objective metric for measuring SNR improvement due to an NR algorithm, or SNRI, that is
presented below, is calculated separately in three groups of speech signal frames that represent
power-gated constituents of active speech signal. These groups of frames are called speech power
classes or just power classes in the following. Hence, the SNRI measure is calculated separately in
frames of high, medium and low power. These categories are used to characterize the effect of the
NR processing on speech, allowing the distinction of the effect on strong, medium and weak
speech. In addition to calculating the SNR improvement separately on the three categories, they are
used to form an aggregate measure.
In addition to the division into three frame classes containing speech activity, a fourth frame class is
needed to be able to calculate the power levels in the noise periods lying amongst speech activity.
These power levels are used both in the calculation of the SNRI metrics and in the calculation of the
overall change in noise power level (TNLR) due to NR processing.
A frame length of 10 ms, i.e., 80 samples (for speech sampled at 8 kHz), is used in the analysis
since it has been found the most efficient to describe changes in the signal caused by NR
processing.
To determine which frames belong to high, medium and low power classes of active speech and
which present pauses in the speech activity (noise only), the active speech level (in dB) (sp_lvl) of
the noise free speech si(n) is first determined according to [b-ITU-T P.56]. Thereafter, the frames
are classified into the four classes based upon a comparison of the power in each frame to
predefined threshold values relative to the active speech level. As a result, four number sequences
are obtained to represent the three speech classes and the speech pause class, respectively: {k sph },

{k spm }, {k spl }, {k nse } .

The threshold values to be related to the active speech level are presented in Table II.1. To be able
to apply the threshold values given here, the speech should be first normalized at –26 dBov using
the [b-ITU-T P.56] speech voltmeter. Figure II.1 presents an example of the classification of a clean
speech sample into power classes.
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Table II.1 – Power threshold values for speech power classes
Threshold

Explanation

Value

th_h

Lower bound for high speech power class

–1 dB

th_m

Lower bound for medium speech power class

–10 dB

th_l

Lower bound for low speech power class

–16 dB

Higher bound for speech pause class

–25 dB

th_nh
th_nlDlp_min

Lower boundMinimum duration for long speech
pause class

–40 dB400 ms

The following notes are made concerning the formulation of the speech power classes:
•
The lower bound for the power of the noise-only class of frames is motivated by a desire to
restrict the analysis to noise frames that are among or close to speech activity, hence
excluding long pauses from the analysis. This makes the analysis concentrate increasingly
on the effects encountered during speech activity, applying to the computation of both SNRI
and DSN. On the other hand, the lower bound is not used in the computation of TNLR,All
frames with power level lower than the higher bound for speech pause class, th_nh, are
used in the computation of TNLR as this should indicate the overall reduction in noise level
experienced both during short speech pauses amongst speech activity and long speech
pauses when no speech is immediately continuing. On the other hand, only those frames in
speech pauses of duration less than the minimum duration for long speech pauses, Dlp_min,
are applied to the computation of both SNRI and DSN. This exclusion of long pauses from
the analysis makes SNRI and DSN concentrate on those noise frames among or close to
speech activity.
•
In low SNR conditions, the noise power level may be higher than the lower bound of some
of the speech power classes. However, even in this case, the information of the effect on the
low power portions of speech may be informative.
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Figure II.1 – Power in frames of clean speech as a function of time
Classification into power classes
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II.4.2

Assessment of SNR improvement – SNRI

The SNR improvement measure, SNRI, measures the SNR improvement achieved by the NR
algorithm. As said above, SNR improvement is calculated in three speech power classes to obtain
an evaluation of the effect separately for strong, medium and weak speech. An aggregate measure is
obtained in addition via weighted averaging.
The calculation is here presented for the high power speech class. A similar procedure is used to
obtain the respective figures for the medium and low power speech classes.
For each background noise condition j and for each speech sample i, construct a noisy speech input
signal dij as follows:
dij(n) = βij nj(n) + si(n),
where βij depends on the SNR condition according to the procedure described above. Now,
the noise suppressed output speech signal can be denoted as:
yij = NR (dij)
In this way, the SNR of the output and input speech signals can be expressed as:
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(II.2)

SNRI_hij = SNRout_hij − SNRin_hij ,

(II.3)

where
Ksph is the total number of frames containing speech frames and of high power;
Knse is the total number of noise frames lying amongstcontaining noise during short
speech activity and pauses;
ξ > 0 is a constant that should be set at 8*10–5.–8;

ε > 0 is a constant that should be set at 0.0631 (equivalent to –12 dB).
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The summation with respect to indices n and p is carried out in frames of 80 samples. The index, n,
relates to speech frames, while the index, p, relates to noise frames where the frame power is
between the higher (th_nh) and lower (th_nl) bounds for speech pause class (see Table II.1).
SNRI_mij and SNRI_lij are computed correspondingly for medium and low power frames.
Finally, the aggregate measure for signal-to-noise ratio improvement is computed as below.
SNRI ij =

1
K sph + K spm + K spl

(K sph ⋅ SNRI_h ij + K spm SNRI_m ij + K spl SNRI_l ij )

(II.4)

SNRI j =

1 I
 SNRIij
I i =1

(II.5)

SNRI =

1 J
 SNRI j
J j =1

(II.6)

In addition, measures for the SNR improvement in the high, medium and low power speech classes
(SNRI_h, SNRI_m, SNRI_l, respectively) shall be recorded based on the following formulae:
SNRI_h =

1 J
1 J 1 I
SNRI_h j =   SNRI_hij

J j =1
J j =1 I i =1

(II.7)

SNRI_m =

1 J
1 J 1 I
SNRI_m
=

  SNRI_mij
j
J j =1
J j =1 I i =1

(II.8)

1 J
1 J 1 I
SNRI_l =  SNRI_l j =   SNRI_lij
J j =1
J j =1 I i =1

(II.9)

It is, in addition, informative to record separately the noise type specific SNR improvement
measures, namely, SNRI_hj, SNRI_lj, SNRI_mj and SNRIj for each background noise condition j.
II.4.3

Assessment of total noise level reduction – TNLR

The total noise level reduction measure, or TNLR, relates to the capability of the NR method to
attenuate the background noise level measured during both speech activity and speech pauses. As
the number of frames in the speech pause class during speech activity is typically relatively small
compared to the number of frames during long speech pauses, TNLR mainly measures the capability
of an NR to reduce noise during long speech pauses.
The TNLR measure is calculated as follows:
For each background noise condition j and for each speech sample i, construct a noisy input signal
dij as follows:
dij(n) = βij nj(n) + si(n),
where βij depends on the SNR condition according to the procedure described above. The
noise suppressed output speech signal can be denoted as:
yij = NR (dij)
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In this way, the total noise level reduction measure can be expressed as:
TNLRij =

1
K pse

10 ⋅

K pse
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(II.10)
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(II.10)

Where where
Kpse is the total number of noise frames during both short speech pauses
amongst(frame power of clean speech activity and long speech pauses between
utterances; andsignal < sp_lvl + th_nh) with active noise (frame power of noisy
input signal > cft_lvl);
ξ > 0 is a constant that should be set at 8*10–5–8
cft_lvl is a comfort noise level constant that will default to –48 dB

TNLR j =

1 I
 TNLRij
I i =1

(II.11)

TNLR =

1 J
 TNLR j
J j =1

(II.12)

The summation with respect to index q is carried out in noise frames of 80 samples. The index, q,
relates to noise frames with frame power less than the higher bound for speech pause class, th_nh
(see Table II.1).
Furthermore, it is informative to record separately the noise type specific TNLR measures, or
TNLRj, for each background noise condition j.
II.4.4

Comparison of SNRI and NPLR – DSN

One of the targets in noise suppression is to maintain the power level of the speech signal so as not
to attenuate the level of the speech signal together with the noise signal in the NR processing.
Furthermore, an improvement in the SNR of a noisy speech signal may be obtained in a simple
amplification of the speech signal, the amplification being typically only applied to the high-energy
portions of the signal. As both the attenuation and amplification of speech are not desirable in NR,
they should be detected.
Both the attenuation and amplification of a speech signal due to an NR can be measured by
studying the balance between the SNR improvement and the noise level reduction obtained during
speech activity. For this purpose, noise power level reduction, or NPLR, is measured during short
speech pauses lying amongst speech activity to study the capability of an NR to reduce noise from
speech. This measure is computed otherwise as TNLR, i.e., according to equations II.10, II.11
and II.12, except that the computation is only carried out between the higher (th_nh) and lower
(th_nl) bounds forwith frames classified as short pause frame. Here a frame of speech pause class
specified in Table II.1.is classified as a short pause frame if its duration is less than the minimum
duration of long pause, Dlp_min, which is set at 400 ms. In this way, NPLR provides a counterpart
for SNRI, these metrics forming together the basis for the evaluation of the balance. As NPLR is
used as an internal variable, it is not reported.
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SNRI-to-NPLR difference (DSN), comprising a comparison of the SNRI and NPLR measures, is
therefore proposed as a measure to acquire an indication of possible speech attenuation or speech
amplification produced by the tested NR method and is formulated as:

DSN = SNRI − NPLR

(II.13)

Note that NPLR is typically negative, thusTypically the DSN quantity should get values close to
zero. If the NPLR parameter assumes clearly higher absolute values than SNRI, making DSN clearly
negative, the NR solution turns out to produce speech level attenuation. On the other hand, if DSN
becomes clearly positive, revealing that SNRIit indicates SNR improvement without a decrease in
noise level, the speech signal has been amplified., which contributes to the SNR improvement
partially or wholly if no reduction in noise level.
It is informative to record separately the noise type specific DSN measures, or DSNj, for
each background noise condition j.
II.4.5

Block diagram presentation of proposed measures

A block diagram of the calculation for the proposed metrics is provided in Figure II.2. It should be
noted that an appropriate prefiltering method (see clause II.3) should be used in each studied case to
make the speech data representative of real network conditions.
If the measurement of the NR device ("noise reduction") is made in a network system
implementation, the interfaces for playing back the NR input signal ("Playback IF") and recording
("Record IF") the NR output signal can be utilized. The rest of the processing and calculation stages
can be conducted off-line.
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Figure II.2 – Block diagram of calculation of SNRI, TNLR, NPLR and
DSN measures for noise reduction algorithms
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II.5

Recommendation values for SNRI, TNLR and DSN

The objective measures of signal-to-noise ratio improvement (SNRI), total noise level reduction
(TNLR), and DSN defined above are to be used to characterize the performance of the NR solution.
Objectives are defined for these measures in Table II.2. These measures can be used to provide an
indication of the benefit produced by an NR solution but should be interpreted as informative.
It is noted that NR solutions may function in different ways in varying usage conditions in terms of
the objective metrics presented above. Therefore, for SNRI, TNLR and DSN, the performance
objectives are defined for average values of these measures over all test conditions.
Table II.2 – NR algorithm performance targets in SNRI, TNLR and DSN metrics
Objective quality measure/test condition

Performance objective

SNRI
Assessment: To be evaluated according to
clause II.4 using a predefined set of material,
comprising speech mixed with stationary car noise
and street noise in the SNR conditions defined in
clause II.3.
TNLR
Assessment: To be evaluated according to
clause II.4 using a predefined set of material,
comprising speech mixed with stationary car and
street noise in the SNR conditions defined in
clause II.3.

SNRI ≥ 4 dB as an average over all test
conditions

TNLR ≤ –≥ 5 dB as an average over all
test conditions

DSN
Assessment: To be evaluated according to
clause II.4 using a predefined set of material,
comprising speech mixed with stationary car noise
and street noise in the SNR conditions defined in
clause II.3.

–4 dB ≤ DSN ≤ 3 dB as an average over
all test conditions

Meeting the presented performance objectives can be regarded as indicating that the NR method
under study is capable of producing significant benefit over not using noise reduction. On the other
hand, different tuning of an NR algorithm design may be beneficial in different usage scenarios,
e.g., with regard to the number of speech transcoding and/or voice enhancement processing stages
in the speech path. Hence, no strict requirements on the NR performance in the specified metrics are
set.
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